Intimate ecological interactions, such as those between parasites and their hosts, may persist 1 over long time spans, coupling the evolutionary histories of the lineages involved. Most methods that 2 reconstruct the coevolutionary history of such associations make the simplifying assumption that parasites 3 have a single host. Many methods also focus on congruence between host and parasite phylogenies, using 4 cospeciation as the null model. However, there is an increasing body of evidence suggesting that the host 5 ranges of parasites are more complex: that host ranges often include more than one host and evolve via 6 gains and losses of hosts rather than through cospeciation alone. Here, we develop a Bayesian approach for 7 inferring coevolutionary history based on a model accommodating these complexities. Specifically, a 8 parasite is assumed to have a host repertoire, which includes both potential hosts and one or more actual 9 hosts. Over time, potential hosts can be added or lost, and potential hosts can develop into actual hosts or 10 vice versa. Thus, host colonization is modeled as a two-step process, which may potentially be influenced 11 by host relatedness or host traits. We first explore the statistical behavior of our model by simulating 12 evolution of host-parasite interactions under a range of parameters. We then use our approach, 13 implemented in the program RevBayes, to infer the coevolutionary history between 34 Nymphalini 14 butterfly species and 25 angiosperm families.
hosts. In addition, the independence assumption causes the phylogenetic relationships among 48 hosts to be ignored, meaning that the model assigns equal rates to all colonizations of new hosts 49 regardless of how closely related the new host is to the current hosts being used by the parasite.
50
A desirable model of host usage should therefore allow parasites to have multiple hosts, 51 while also allowing for among-host (or context-dependent) effects to influence ancestral host use 52 estimates and gain and loss rates in whatever manner explains the biological data best. One 53 possible solution is to restate the problem of host-parasite co-evolution in terms of historical 54 biogeography. For instance, the Dispersal-Extirpation-Cladogenesis (DEC) model of Ree et al. 55 (2005) allows species ranges to stochastically evolve as a set of discrete areas over time through 56 area gain events (dispersal), area loss events (extirpation), and cladogenetic events (range 57 inheritance patterns that reflect speciational models). Although these methods are designed for 58 biogeographic inference, a similar approach is clearly suitable for more realistic modeling of 59 host-parasite coevolution dynamics, where colonization and loss of hosts (instead of discrete 60 areas) is modeled as a continuous-time Markov process (e.g. Hardy 2017). In biogeography, the 61 colonization of a new area or the disappearance from a previously occupied area is modeled as a 62 binary trait: the species is either present or absent in the area. While this binary view might be 63 simple but useful in biogeography, it may be too simplistic for use in the coevolution between 64 hosts and parasites. For instance, it is known that butterflies can utilize a range of plants that well as Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference under the model. This Bayesian 98 framework allows one to estimate the joint distribution of host gain and loss rates, the effect (if 99 any) of phylogenetic distances among hosts upon host gain rates, and the historical sequences of 100 evolving host repertoires among the parasites. Using simulations, we explore the statistical 101 behavior of our approach, and demonstrate its empirical application with an analysis of the 102 coevolution between Nymphalini butterflies and their angiosperm hosts. 103 
Methods

104
Model description 105 We are interested in modeling the evolution of ecological interactions between M extant 106 parasite taxa and N host taxa, where each parasite uses one or more hosts. Rooted and 107 time-calibrated phylogenetic trees describe the evolutionary relationships among the M parasite 108 taxa and among the N host taxa. In this study, the trees are considered to be known without 109 error. In principle, it would be straightforward for the model to accommodate phylogenetic 110 uncertainty in the host or parasite trees but MCMC inference may prove challenging under such 111 conditions.
112
Each parasite taxon has a host repertoire, which is represented by a vector of length N 113 that contains the information about which hosts the given parasite uses. The interaction between 114 the m-th parasite and the n-th host is denoted x m,n . At any given time, each host taxon can 115 assume one of three states with respect to a parasite lineage: x m,n is equal to 0 (non-host), 1 116 (potential host), or 2 (actual host). Criteria for how to code non-host, potential host, and actual 117 host states will depend on the host-parasite system under study; below, we provide criteria for 118 our Nymphalini dataset that may act as guidelines. We allow all host repertoires in which the 119 parasite has at least one actual host. Thus, the state space, S, includes 3 N − 2 N host repertoires 120 for N hosts. host, and the transition from state 1 to state 2 as the time when the parasite actually starts to inherits their host repertoires from their immediate ancestor at the time of cladogenesis. 140 We define a model where the gain of a host (both 0→1 and 1→2) depends on the 141 phylogenetic distance between the available hosts and those currently used by a lineage. Figure 1 142 schematically illustrates the evolutionary dynamics of the model using M = 4 parasite species and 143 N = 5 host species, while assuming that host gain rates are independent ( Fig. 1a ,c) or dependent 144 ( Fig. 1b,d 
if potential host loss (y a = 1 and z a = 0) λ 01 η 1 (y, a, β) if potential host gain (y a = 0 and z a = 1) λ 21 , if actual host loss (y a = 2 and z a = 1) λ 12 η 2 (y, a, β) if actual host gain (y a = 1 and z a = 2) 0, if direct transition between states 0 and 2 (|y a − z a | > 1) 0, if y and z differ at more than one host 0 if z does not contain at least one actual host and the phylogenetic-distance rate modifier function as 152 η(y, a, β) = e −βd/d ,
where β controls the effect of d, the average pairwise phylogenetic distance between the new host, on λ 01 and on λ 12 are independent, while still allowing a formulation where they are equal. If 159 β = 0, the gain rate of host a is equal to the unmodified gain rate, λ 01 or λ 12 . If β > 0, the gain 160 rate of phylogenetically close hosts is higher than distant hosts.
161
We fit this model using the Bayesian data augmentation strategy described in Landis
To sample values from the posterior, P (X aug , θ | X obs , Ψ p , Ψ h ), new parameter values for µ, λ, and When β = 0, the phylogenetic-distance dependent model, M D becomes a mutual-independence 186 model, M 0 , where the interaction between the parasite and each host evolves independently. Two examples of coevolutionary histories between four parasites and five hosts are shown to illustrate how the model works. Host repertoires evolve by gains (0→1 and 1→2, blue arrows) and losses (1→0 and 2→1, red arrows). Coevolutionary histories in a and b produce the interactions in c and d respectively. In c and d, each column represents one host and each row represents the host repertoire of one parasite. High phylogenetic conservatism is produced when the rate of repertoire evolution, µ, is low and the effect of the phylogenetic distance between hosts, β, is high. Conversely, low phylogenetic conservatism is produced when µ is high and β is low. . Host gain and loss rates were chosen to resemble the rates inferred from the 207 empirical analysis. This simulation was designed to assess our statistical power to detect the 208 effect of phylogenetic distance among hosts upon host gain rates given the size of our empirical 209 dataset and the type of variation we expected it to contain.
210
We ran independent MCMC analyses for each set of 50 datasets, under the 211 phylogenetic-distance dependent model. We then quantified how well the posterior probabilities are not commonly used in nature, but for which there is strong evidence (field observation or 226 experiment) that the larvae can feed upon them, were coded as 'potential hosts'.
227
Because we lack the information on potential hosts for most host-parasite systems (i.e.
228
hosts are usually only classified as hosts or non-hosts), we tested whether our model is able to 229 recover the same parameter estimates and coevolutionary histories when all the potential hosts 230 are coded as non-hosts. For that, we ran the same analysis as for the full dataset, but first 231 removed all the 1s from the empirical dataset. Then we compared the posterior probabilities 232 inferred from the two datasets. To assess the similarities between the coevolutionary histories 233 inferred using the different datasets, we calculated summary statistics for the absolute difference 234 in probability of each interaction between hosts and internal nodes in the butterfly tree.
235
For both the simulation and empirical studies we used the phylogenetic relationships 2015) . Although our framework allows the inclusion of a large number of hosts in the same therefore chose to include 25 hosts, which allows the inclusion of all host lineages used by any of 241 the butterflies. To ensure the inclusion of all plant lineages that might have been used as hosts in 242 the past, we pruned the angiosperm phylogenetic tree so that all 16 families in the dataset were 243 included, and the remaining branches were collapsed to more ancestral nodes until only 25 tips 244 were left. We then pruned all the branches leading up to the tips to the time of origin of the 245 butterfly clade (approx. 22 Ma), and this pruned tree was then used to calculate phylogenetic 246 distances between hosts. To simplify the analysis, we hold the phylogenetic distances between 247 plant families constant, independent of geological time, even though the distances would be 248 expected to increase as evolution proceeds towards the recent.
249
We summarized inferred coevolutionary histories in two ways. First, we calculated the Figure 5 : Errors for inferred dispersal histories of simulation study. The sum of squared differences between the posterior probability (0 ≤ P ≤ 1) and the true history (P = 0 or 1) for each host and each internal node were computed per simulated dataset. Each violin plot shows the distribution of these sums for each batch of 50 simulated datasets. Means are represented by black dots, black vertical lines show the 95% CI. Values of phylogenetic-distance power (β) are shown in the x-axis, columns are separated by the host-repertoire evolution rate (µ), and each row shows the error on the inference of each character state, i.e. potential host (1) or actual host (2). µ = 0.025, the mean phylogenetic-distance power was β = 0.51, and the mean gain/loss rates were 293 λ 01 = 0.012, λ 10 = 0.6, λ 12 = 0.27, and λ 21 = 0.12 (Fig. 6, blue) . Our method recovered similar 294 parameter estimates for the empirical dataset when omitting the intermediate state at the tips -295 i.e. coding all potential hosts (state 1) as non-hosts (state 0): µ = 0.031, β = 0.39, λ 01 = 0.001, 296 λ 10 = 0.71, λ 12 = 0.28, and λ 21 = 0.01 (Fig. 6, orange) . The posterior distributions from analyses 297 with and without the intermediate state at the tips diverged the most for the rate parameters (1), µ ∼ Exponential(10), and λ ∼ Dirichlet(1, 1, 1, 1) .
Finally, we reconstructed the fundamental and realized host repertoires at internal nodes 303 of the Nymphalini phylogeny based on the sampled histories during MCMC. Coevolutionary 304 histories inferred using the datasets with and without potential hosts were very similar, with 305 mean difference in interaction probability of 0.003. Thus, we only show the ancestral states modules) were inferred to be used by ancestral Nymphalini species with high probability. where each square represents one interaction between a butterfly species and a host family. Colors represent different modules, i.e. groups of plants that are often hosts to the same butterflies at present time. Square size was used to differentiate between actual and potential hosts. Arrows indicate nodes shown in Fig. 8 .
We found strong support for the association between the ancestor of all Nymphalini 311 butterflies and Urticaceae hosts (and Cannabaceae to a lesser degree, Fig. S4 ). All other host extant species that use more than two host families, and these hosts have likely been colonized by 316 their most recent common ancestor (node 38 in Fig. 8 ). On the other hand, the variation in host 317 use in the Nymphalis + Polygonia clade seems to be the result of host colonizations by multiple 318 species along the diversification of the clade. For example, in Fig. 8 Figure 8 : Host repertoires at selected nodes of the Nymphalini tree (arrows in Fig. 7) . Numbers indicate the node index (compatible with Fig. S3 ). For the only terminal taxa depicted, Kaniska canace, the observed host repertoire is shown. For all other repertoires, the posterior probabilities for states 1 and 2 are shown.
Discussion
322
The method we develop here to infer the evolutionary history of host-parasite associations 323 has many advantages over previous approaches. First, it is based on stochastic models and on 324 established principles of statistical inference, which means that it provides a robust framework for help illuminate drivers of host-parasite co-evolution.
358
A potential concern with our approach is that already the basic version of the model is 359 fairly parameter-rich. Given the type and amount of data that we can likely collect on 360 host-parasite associations, is there enough statistical power to select among the models of interest?
361
And is it possible to infer the model parameters of interest with a reasonable degree of accuracy?
362
Overall, our results are encouraging in this respect. The simulations indicate that it is 363 possible to infer the true parameter values of the basic model regardless of the level of 364 phylogenetic conservatism in both parasites and hosts (Fig. 3 ). When the rates of colonization of 365 new hosts are strongly dependent on the phylogenetic relatedness of hosts, then we are also able 366 to distinguish between models with or without host relatedness effects using Bayes factors (Fig.   367 4). However, our ability to select the correct model decreases when the effect of host phylogenetic 368 relatedness is low (β ≤ 1), that is, when models become more similar. Further studies will have to 369 show to what extent the sensitivity of the model test can be increased by selecting appropriate 370 priors and improving the sampling of parameter space close to the boundary condition satisfying 371 the restricted model. One option is to relax the assumption that β is non-negative, which would 372 simplify the sampling of values close to β = 0. It will also be important to explore how dataset 373 sizes and tree shapes, for both hosts and parasites, influence our ability to distinguish the models 374 when the effect of host phylogeny is small.
375
Importantly, the empirical analysis indicates that the method is able to model the 376 evolution of fundamental and realized host repertoires even when the information about potential 377 hosts is lacking. This significantly increases the applicability of our method, as information about 378 fundamental host repertoires is missing for most host-parasite systems. Potential host data is pairs. A possible improvement of our method, which we did not explore here, would be to model 381 uncertainty in the observations of non-hosts when data on potential hosts are missing. That is, if 382 we had no information about a host species being used by a particular parasite, we would 383 translate that to a certain probability p of the species actually being a non-host, and a 384 complementary probability 1 − p of it being a potential host (Kuhner and McGill 2014) . Modeling 385 this observational uncertainty could help reduce the bias in parameter estimates that we observed 386 when data on potential hosts were missing and all 0 states in the dataset were inappropriately 387 treated as true non-hosts. This extension would also allow us to make predictions about host use 388 abilities in extant parasites. These predictions could then inform experiments that aim to 389 characterize fundamental host repertoires.
390
We demonstrated the empirical application of our approach with a Bayesian inference of 391 the coevolutionary history between 34 Nymphalini butterflies and 25 angiosperm families. We 392 estimated the rate of host repertoire evolution along each branch of the butterfly tree as being 393 between 0.33 and 0.93 events per million years. Bayes factors favored the independence model, 394 where the probability of gaining a given hosts is not affected by the phylogenetic distance between 395 hosts. As explained above, this does not necessarily mean that host relatedness plays no role, only 396 that the effect is not large enough for us to detect it with the current approach and the given data.
397
Estimates of gain and loss rates were not symmetric, and the rates also varied between 398 states. According to our results, gain of the ability to use a host, λ 01 , is very rare (0.5% to 1.9% 399 of overall rate), whereas loss is common (47% to 73% of overall rate). On the other hand, 400 transition rates between states 1 and 2 were more symmetric and gain is more common than loss 401 (λ 12 between 15% and 39%; λ 21 between 6% and 18% of overall rate). These rate estimates 402 support the idea that the use of the same host lineage by multiple, phylogenetically widespread 403 butterfly lineages is more likely explained by recolonization of hosts that have been used in the 404 past (recurrence homoplasy), that is, by transitions between actual and potential hosts, rather 405 than by completely independent colonizations of the same host (Janz et al. 2001) . Note that
